Multi-fault feature extraction and diagnosis of gear transmission system using time-frequency analysis and wavelet threshold de-noising based on EMD
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Abstract. A gear transmission system is a complex non-stationary and nonlinear time-varying coupling system. When faults occur on gear system, it is difficult to extract the fault feature. This paper researches the threshold principle in the process of using the wavelet transform to de-noise the system, and combines EMD (empirical mode decomposition) with wavelet threshold de-noising to solve the problem. The wavelet threshold de-noising is acts on the high-frequency IMF (Intrinsic Mode Function) component of the signal, and does overcome the defect by simply highlighting the fault feature. On this basis, the pre-processed signal is analyzed by the method of time-frequency analysis to extract the feature of the signal. The result shows that the SNR (signal-noise ratio) of the signal was largely improved, and the fault feature of the signal can therefore be effectively extracted. Combined with time-frequency analyses in the different running conditions (300 rpm, 900 rpm), various faults such as tooth root crack, tooth wear and multi-fault can be identified effectively. Based on this theory and combining the merits of MATLAB and VC++, a multi-functional gear fault diagnosis software system is successfully exploited.
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1. Introduction

As a complex flexibility system, a gear transmission system will vibrate in internal and external incentives. Due to the influence of the nonlinear time-varying characteristics of gear mesh stiffness and the nonlinear stiffness of a supporting system, such as a bearing or gearbox, a complex coupling nonlinear vibration will occur in the system [1, 2]. When the fault occurs, the coupling nonlinear vibration characteristics will be more intense, and according to the different locations and types of the faults, the different degree second-order phase and high-order phase coupling phenomenon will be produced [3]. The result of using the common method of signal processing to analyze the system is often not ideal, and the common method of signal processing makes extracting, identifying and diagnosing the fault feature difficult [4].
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Most signals in the process of fault diagnosis are non-stationary; the signal itself and the related statistics are functions that change following the time. The traditional time domain analysis and the frequency domain analysis do not have the same aspect characteristics of the signal (for example, the relationship between the time and the change of signal spectrum). But the time-frequency analysis can connect with the changes of the signal in the time domain and the frequency domain to process a signal. By this method, it can describe the change rule of the signal’s frequency, energy and intensity following time, and can objectively grasp the signal characteristics of the mechanical system fault [5].

Wavelet analysis is a time-frequency analysis method; it can automatically adjust resolution depending on the different frequency components of a signal [6]. For frequency components, the refinable sampling steps are adopted in time domain or frequency domain, so they can focus on any details of the object (function, signal, image, etc) and analyze them. Due to the microscope characteristics of wavelet analysis, it shows the huge superiority in decomposing and reconstructing a signal, separating noise from a signal and extracting the signal feature and other projects. The signal and noise display the different decomposition characteristics in the process of wavelet transform. With the scale of decomposition increasing, the amplitude of the wavelet coefficient corresponding to the signal and containing the important information of the signal is larger but the number is smaller, and while the wavelet coefficient corresponding to noise appears as uniform distribution, the number is larger and the amplitude is smaller. Based on these characteristics of the wavelet transform, the signal-mixed noise can be de-noised. Choosing an appropriate threshold value to process wavelet coefficient, the wavelet coefficient of the signal can be kept and the wavelet coefficient of most noise will be reduced to zero.

At present, the method of wavelet analysis has been used in signal processing, dynamic characteristics identification and damage detection and diagnosis [7]. In regards to the wavelet analysis, the noise produced by tools can be used to detect and diagnose the machine tool state [8]. The wavelet analysis sets a foundation for using the technology of ultrasonic wave to detect the health condition of steel strand [9]. While working on the wavelet transform, Yang Tielin investigated the pressure signal of a pump outlet to discern the fault diagnosis of the pump [10]. But the threshold choice of the wavelet de-noising is difficult. When the SNR is large, a fixed threshold is chosen. When the SNR is small or the signal has a large disturbance, the threshold is determined by Stein’s unbiased estimation theory. However, due to the characteristics of the wavelet threshold, this principle will still eliminate some real signals.

EMD is a new time-frequency analysis and statistic transform method which can decompose the signal into a series of decomposition signals from high frequency to low frequency. Each level signal retains the characteristics of data itself. By this method, it not only extracts the signal feature easily but it also highlights the characteristic of damage and fault. At present, the EMD method has been widely applied to signal processing, dynamic characteristics identification, damage detection and fault diagnosis [11], such as the fault diagnosis based on EMD of rotator bearings [12], and the harmonic fault diagnosis in large rotating machinery [13,14]. However, there is a lack in study on the damage detection of gear systems, so there is a huge research space at present. Sometimes the EMD method may regard the weak feature signal as noise, and eliminate it. For example, the endpoint effect. So there are some defects in dealing with the weak feature signal and the complex random, non-stationary signal.

Therefore, in this paper, EMD and the wavelet threshold de-noising are combined friendly for de-noising pre-process. Engineering experience shows that the noise generally locates in the high-frequency part of the signal. The IMF components distribute from high frequency to low frequency, using the wavelet threshold to reduce the noise of the high-frequency components. It then uses de-noised data and the low-frequency components without noise to reconstruct the original signal. By this method, the wavelet threshold de-noising is not acted on the whole signal but only the high-frequency component. This method largely overcomes the defect of using wavelet threshold de-noising [15].

The short-time Fourier transform [16] is an excellent time-frequency analysis method; a non-stationary process is considered as a series of short-time stationary signals, so any short-time signal can be analyzed by the Fourier transform. Gabor introduced the concept of window Fourier transform by using a time-window that can slip on a time axis to achieve a better local analysis of signal in time domain and frequency domain. Recently, many scholars have investigated research on short-time Fourier transform. For instance, Zhou Dan in Chong Qing university, China, proposed research into the short-time Fourier transform being used to analyze the pulse signal [17]; Kuldip used the short-time Fourier transform to identify the language testing signal [18]; and Debbal used the short-time Fourier transform to analyze the heartbeat signal [19]. The signal of a gear transmission system is a time-varying and non-stationary signal; when a fault occurs, the characteristic of the signal will be complex, so it is more appropriate
to give a non-stationary and time-varying analysis to the fault signals. In this paper, we give the de-noised signal a time-frequency analysis by the short-time Fourier method, which also extracts information of different faults in different speeds, such as tooth root crack, pitch circle crack, and tooth wear, and can effectively identify complex fault.

This paper proposes a gear feature extraction and fault diagnosis method, which combines the time-frequency analysis with the wavelet threshold de-noising based on EMD. In the gear system testing, the various vibration signals produced by faults such as tooth root crack, pitch circle crack, tooth wear and multi-fault are picked up, and the de-noising, feature extraction and fault diagnosis are studied by the new method. Signals will be decomposed into six levels by EMD (combining the high frequency component de-noised by wavelet threshold with the low frequency component without noise) to successfully reconstruct the original signal, and then give the reconstructed signal a time frequency analysis to identify the different faults of the gear system under different running conditions. Thereby, it provides a reliable and effective method for dynamic property identification and damage detection of a complex mechanical system.

Virtual Instrument (VI) is a combination of modern computerization and instrumentation [20]. It has functions of a computer, such as computing, storage, playback, call, display, document management, and complex information processing, and it achieves the specialized function of a traditional instrument by software. The new instrument whose appearance and function are completely identical with the traditional hardware instrument fully utilizes the computer intelligence resource. At present, many virtual instruments have been developed to measure, display, diagnose and control in actual engineering (for example, using virtual instruments to study the measurement of aircraft inverter output characteristics [21]); the requirements of online upgrade and adjustment function are proposed based on the virtual instrument assembly language of XML [22]. But the virtual instrument for the detection and diagnosis of a gear transmission system is less. Therefore, this paper will develop the algorithm of fault diagnosis and feature extraction which combines the wavelet threshold de-noising based on EMD with the time frequency analysis. The numerical computing, signal processing, graphics display, fault feature extraction and diagnosis are accomplished in MATLAB. Using COM (Component Object Module) technology, it changes the program of each signal analysis and processing algorithm written in MATLAB into COM module for VC++ calls to improve the efficiency of system development. Using VC++ to design the main interface and achieve sub-interface calls, the software system of gear fault analysis and diagnosis is developed.

2. The theory of de-noise preprocessing

2.1. Wavelet threshold de-noising

In practical engineering, the useful signal usually appears as a low-frequency component and a stationary signal, while the noise signal appears as a high frequency signal. So a de-noising method is propounded as follows: decompose the signal and process the wavelet coefficient through the form of threshold, then reconstruct the signal to achieve the purpose of de-noising. The de-noising process of a one-dimensional signal is divided into three steps: (1) choose a wavelet and determine the decomposition level \( N \), then decompose the signal into \( N \)-level; (2) from first level to \( N \)-level, for the high-frequency coefficient of each level, choose a threshold to give them a threshold quantitative process; (3) according to the \( N \)-level low-frequency coefficients from the wavelet decomposition and high-frequency coefficients given quantitative processes from the first level to the \( N \)-level, reconstruct the one-dimensional signal.

The general rule of selecting threshold is as follows [23]:

1. **Fixed threshold.** The threshold is \( \lambda_1 = \sigma_n \sqrt{2 \ln N} \), where \( \sigma_n \) is the standard variance of noise, and \( N \) is the signal length. By this method, the threshold will always be too large. As a result, some useful signals will be eliminated.

2. **Self-adaptive threshold,** based on the theory of Stein’s unbiased likelihood estimation. The threshold is \( \lambda_2 = \sigma_n \sqrt{w_n} \), where \( \sigma_n \) is the standard variance of noise, and \( w_n \) is the venture function. In this method the threshold is relatively small, so the useful signal is not easy to eliminate.
(3) Heuristic threshold. It is not only the integration of the first two methods but also the best threshold selection. To be specific, the first method is used when the SNR is large. When the SNR is small or has a large disturbance, the second method is used. In this paper, this threshold is used. Assuming $s$ is the sum of the square of the $n$ wavelet coefficients, make $\eta = (s - n)/n$, $\mu = (\log_2 n)^{3/2}\sqrt{n}$.

$$\lambda_3 = \begin{cases} 
\lambda_1 & \eta < \mu \\
\min(\lambda_1, \lambda_2) & \eta > \mu 
\end{cases}$$

(1)

In practical application, due to the characteristics of wavelet threshold de-noising, this rule will still eliminate some real signals. The method of wavelet threshold de-noising used in this paper is as follows:

$$\hat{y} = T_s(X, \lambda) = \begin{cases} 
\text{sgn}(X)(|X| - \lambda) & |X| \geq \lambda \\
0 & |X| < \lambda 
\end{cases}$$

(2)

Where $X$ is the wavelet coefficient before processing, $\hat{y}$ is the processed wavelet coefficient. $\lambda$ is a threshold; $T_s$ is a threshold function. It can be seen from the Eq. (2) that if the amplitude is less than $\lambda$, the wavelet coefficients will be zero. Contrarily, the wavelet coefficients will be completely retained, or make a corresponding “shrink”. Finally, the inverse wavelet transform is processed by utilizing wavelet coefficients processed to reconstruct the new useful signal.

2.2. The wavelet threshold de-noising based on EMD

An empirical mode decomposition method has three assumptions [24,25]: (1) signal has at least one maximum point and one minimum point; (2) the scale of characteristic time is defined by the time-lapse of extremum points; (3) If the whole signal only contains the twist point and but not the extremum point, the extremum points can be found by taking differential to the signal one time or more times, and then the final result will be obtained by integrating all the components. Thus any signal can be decomposed into the sum of many IMFs (intrinsic mode function), and each IMF can satisfy the following conditions: (a) in the signal, the number of zero points is equal to the number of extremum points or the difference is less than one; (b) at any point of signal, the mean value of envelope determined by the local maximum points and the local minimum points is zero, namely, the signal is local symmetry on the time-axis.

The detailed steps of the empirical mode decomposition:

(1) Determine all maximum and minimum points of $s(t)$, and then all points are connected by two smooth curves which are respectively called the upper envelope and the lower envelope; all the signals are included between them, the upper envelope and the lower envelope. Calculated the average value of the two curves, denoted as $m_1(t)$, with $s(t)$ minus $m_1(t)$ to obtain:

$$s(t) - m_1(t) = h_1(t)$$

(3)

If $h_1(t)$ is an intrinsic mode component, then $h_1(t)$ is the first component of $s(t)$.

(2) Usually, $h_1(t)$ does not satisfy the conditions of intrinsic mode function, so consider $h_1(t)$ as an original signal. Repeat the step (1), repeat screening $k$ times, and obtain $h_{1k}(t) = h_{1(k-1)}(t) - m_{1k}(t)$ until the $h_{1k}(t)$ becomes an IMF, which is denoted as $c_1(t) = h_{1k}(t)$. So $c_1(t)$ is the first intrinsic mode function satisfying the conditions.

(3) $c_1(t)$ should contain the shortest or the most elaborate component of the signal, separate $c_1(t)$ from $s(t)$ to obtain:

$$r_1(t) = s(t) - c_1(t)$$

(4)
Considering \( r_1(t) \) as the original data, and repeat steps (1) and (2). Then the second intrinsic mode function of \( s(t) \) satisfying the conditions will be obtained, which is denoted as \( c_2(t) \). The \( n \) intrinsic mode functions of \( s(t) \) will be obtained after repeating \( N \) times, namely

\[
\begin{align*}
  r_1(t) - c_2(t) &= r_2(t) \\
  \ldots \ldots \\
  r_{n-1}(t) - c_n(t) &= r_n
\end{align*}
\]

(5)

The whole process does not stop until it encounters any one of the following guidelines: \( 1 \) the component \( c_n(t) \) or the residual \( r_n(t) \) is small enough; or \( 2 \) the residual \( r_n(t) \) is a monotone function from which intrinsic mode components satisfying the conditions can’t be extracted again. From Eqs (4) and (5), obtain:

\[
s(t) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} c_j(t) + r_n(t)
\]

(6)

Therefore, any one signal \( s(t) \) can be decomposed into \( N \) intrinsic mode functions and one residual \( r_n(t) \), from high to low. Different frequency components of signal are contained in \( c_1(t) \), \( c_2(t) \), \( \ldots \), \( c_n(t) \), which will alter with the change of the signal itself. Usually, the most distinct and important information of the original signal is focused on the first few IMFs obtained by the EMD method.

Due to the defect of simply using the method of wavelet threshold de-noising, EMD and wavelet threshold de-noising are friendly combination for de-noising pre-processing. Engineering experience shows that the noise generally locates in the high-frequency part; the IMF components just distribute from high frequency to low frequency. If directly giving up the high-frequency IMF components and then reconstructing the original signal to achieve de-noising, the useful information existing in high frequency IMF components will be abandoned. So our idea is to use the wavelet threshold de-noising to process the high-frequency IMF components with noise, and combine the high-frequency IMF components obtained with the low-frequency IMF components without noise to reconstruct the original signal. As a result, the wavelet threshold de-noising does not act on the whole signal but only the high-frequency IMF components, which largely overcomes the shortcoming of simply using wavelet threshold de-noising and effectively retains the characteristics of the original signal.

3. Theory of time-frequency analysis

The time-frequency analysis is a very effective method for analyzing the non-stationary signal, and the short-time Fourier transform (STFT) is one of the most commonly used time-frequency analysis [26]. For the non-stationary signal \( s(t) \), assuming \( h(t) \) is a window function with short time-width which slides along the time axis, the short-time Fourier transform of the signal \( s(t) \) is defined as:

\[
S(t, w) = STFT_s(t, w) = \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} s(\tau) h(\tau - t)e^{-j\omega \tau} d\tau
\]

(7)

where \( * \) represents complex conjugate. In fact, it is the time shift and frequency shift of the window function \( h(t) \) that make the Fourier transform have a local feature, which is a function of both time and frequency.

In fact, \( S(t, w) \) is the inner product of basis function \( h_{t, w}(\tau) \), which is the modulation form of time-shift and frequency-shift of window functions \( h(t) \) and the signal \( s(t) \).

\[
S(t, w) = \langle s(\tau), h(\tau - t)e^{j\omega \tau} \rangle
\]

(8)

In principle, the window function \( h(t) \) can be freely chosen in a square-integral space. However, in practice, in order to make the integral of Eq. (7) only affected by \( s(t) \) and its vicinity value, it’s hoped that the window function is a narrow time-function and the frequency spectrum function of \( h(t) \) is also a narrow function. According
to the uncertainty principle, the time width and the bandwidth of the signal may not be arbitrarily small at the same time. The main purpose of applying the STFT is to grasp the local frequency characteristic of the signal, but introducing the window function will reduce the local resolution. For a non-stationary signal, the local spectrum is time varying; the excessively wide window function will confuse the adjacent spectrum and not display the correct local spectrum— that's to say, the width of window function should be fit for the local stable length of signal.

Give Eq. (7) a modulus square processing:

\[ P_{SP}(t, \omega) = |S(t, \omega)|^2 = \left| \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} s(\tau) h(\tau - t) e^{-j\omega \tau} d\tau \right|^2 \]  

(9)

\( P_{SP}(t, \omega) \) is called as short-time Fourier spectrum of \( s(t) \); that's the energy spectral density of the original signal at the \( t \) moment. Obviously, the spectrum is positive and real constantly.

4. Feature extraction and diagnosis of gear transmission system

4.1. Establishment of the testing equipment and acquisition of the characteristics signal

A testing diagram of a gear system is shown in Fig. 1. The whole system is driven by motor, through the coupling, the power will be transferred to a reducer gear after the reducer outputting through gear coupling, torque and speed sensor, and the power will be transferred to the magnetic powder loader. Install the acceleration sensor, which sits in a position symmetry to the fault gear, on the testing gear. In addition, the transmission rings, through which the signal measured by the acceleration sensors that turn together with gears are completely transferred out, are placed on the shaft end. During the testing, the size of the torque and the speed are observed and controlled by the control cabinet, and the load applied on the system is controlled by the magnetic powder loader. The running conditions of the gear system are set as four speed: 300 rpm, 900 rpm, 1200 rpm, 1500 rpm. Six kinds of gear fault are set on the driving gear; they are tooth root short crack, tooth root long crack, the pitch circle short crack, the pitch circle long crack, tooth wear, and multi-fault (tooth crack and tooth wear fault). In testing, the CRAS signal acquisition software system is adopted for the signal acquisition and analysis, and the above algorithms are used in feature extraction and fault diagnosis.

4.2. The de-noising process of testing signal

According to the above thoughts, in order to overcome the defect of using the method of wavelet threshold de-noising simply, EMD and wavelet threshold de-noising are friendly combination for de-noising pre-processing. At first, the system signal collected from the experiment is decomposed into many levels by EMD. According to the
engineering experience, it is known that the noise is usually the high-frequency signal. The IMF components only distribute from high frequency to low frequency. In the state of 300 rpm, the first six level IMF components and their spectrum diagram are shown in Fig. 2. From Fig. 2, it can be seen that the spectral characteristics of high frequency components IMF1 is similar to the noise spectrum. If the high-frequency IMF components are directly given up and the original signal is reconstructed to de-noise, the useful information existing in the high frequency IMF component will lose. The high-frequency IMF components without noise that will be obtained by the wavelet threshold de-noising, combined with the low-frequency IMF component without noise to reconstruct the original signal. The wavelet threshold de-noising does not act directly on the whole signal, but only the high-frequency
IMF components, which in turn largely overcomes the shortcoming of wavelet threshold de-noising. As shown in Fig. 3, (a) is a de-noising result of the high frequency IMF1 component, which is obtained by decomposing the crack signal in 300 rpm. (b) is the reconstruction result of the de-noised signal. As seen from Fig. 3, the de-noising effect of the high-frequency IMF1 component by the wavelet threshold de-noising is obvious. Meanwhile, the reconstructed signal shows that it not only retains the original characteristics of the signal but also makes these features more obvious, which is convenient for following analysis. Figure 4 shows the time-frequency analysis result (two-dimensional and three-dimensional distribution) of the tooth root crack signal in the state of 900 rpm. It can be seen from Fig. 4(a) that some useful information is eliminated by simply using wavelet threshold de-noising, while this part of useful information is kept by the wavelet threshold de-noising based on the EMD in Fig. 4(b).

Due to the random noise usually mixed in the feature signal, the high- and low-layer frequency bands will appear after giving the signal a multi-layer EMD. The noise always locates in high frequency areas, so the method commonly used in engineering projects is applied to evaluate the SNR of testing data. Namely, to set a threshold (generally it is half of RMS (root-mean-square) of all the data), then analyze these signals, including original signal. The wavelet threshold de-noising signal and the signal processed by wavelet threshold de-noising based on EMD, the part of data which are higher than the threshold or equal to the threshold, are seen as the useful signals; the rest are seen as the noise. Therefore, the SNR will be finally estimated. As shown in Table 1, the table respectively shows the calculated result of SNR about the de-noising processing of no fault, tooth root crack, pitch circle crack and tooth wear at the state of 300 rpm and 900 rpm.
Table 1
The SNR for various faults in different running conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>300 rpm</th>
<th>900 rpm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Original signal</td>
<td>No fault</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>300 rpm</td>
<td>900 rpm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wavelet threshold de-noising</td>
<td>29.3592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wavelet threshold de-noising based on EMD</td>
<td>34.5376</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5. The time frequency analysis of a no fault signal at 300 rpm.

Fig. 6. The time frequency analysis of a tooth root crack signal at 300 rpm.

From the comparison result of the Table 1, the SNR of the signal processed by wavelet threshold de-noising is larger than the SNR of the original signal, and the SNR of the signal processed by wavelet threshold de-noising (based on EMD) is much larger than the one simply used by the wavelet threshold de-noising. The fault feature is also more obvious, which is convenient to identify faults and multi-faults. From the subsequent time-frequency analysis result, it can be known that the wavelet threshold de-noising based on EMD has a larger advantage than the one simply used the wavelet threshold de-noising in time-frequency analysis.
4.3. Multi-fault diagnosis of a gear transmission system

By firstly using a wavelet threshold de-noising based on EMD to pre-process the testing signal, and then analyzing the pre-processed signal by the time-frequency transformation, the different fault spectrums in different running conditions will be obtained, which can be used to identify and diagnose the faults. At 300 rpm, the rotation frequency is 5 Hz and the gear meshing frequency is 225 Hz. The signal analysis result of the gear in no-fault is shown in Fig. 5: A low-frequency (rotation frequency), which can be seen from the two-dimensional figure and three-dimensional figures, is among 0–10 Hz, and there is also a great energy frequency (meshing frequency) at the vicinity of 230 Hz. At the same time, the analysis result of the tooth root crack signal is shown in Fig. 6: the vibration energy mainly concentrates on the rotation frequency because the crack only occurs in a tooth and the crack fault reflects in the rotation frequency. The analysis result of the pitch circle crack signal is shown in Fig. 7, for the same reason, the low-frequency energy has been strengthened, but because the crack is in different position, the low-frequency signal energy of the pitch circle crack is larger than the signal energy of the tooth root crack. The analysis result of a tooth wear signal is shown in Fig. 8. From the drawing, the energy bestrews the whole time-frequency domain. But the energy of high-frequency is reinforced, which is consistent with the low-frequency energy that is reinforced by tooth root crack, and the tooth wear strengthens the high-frequency energy.
At 900 rpm, the rotation frequency is 15 Hz and the gear meshing frequency is 675 Hz. The signal analysis result of the gear without fault is shown in Fig. 9; the large amount of energy is mainly caused by the gear meshing-frequency, and only exists in the vicinity of 670 HZ. This result can be seen from the two- and three-dimensional figures. At high speed, the effect of gear meshing will reduce and the meshing impact between the teeth will increase; the feature drawing reflects that the energy of meshing frequency is very strong (Figs 10–12 show examples of this), but the energy of rotation frequency is submerged. The analysis result of the tooth root crack signal is shown in Fig. 10, and the analysis result of the pitch circle crack signal is shown in Fig. 11. Made clear from these figures, the low-frequency energy has been strengthened because the fault of single tooth crack reflects in the rotation frequency. Also, there can be seen that the low-frequency signal energy of the pitch circle crack is larger than the signal energy of the tooth root crack, and the distribution of tooth-root-crack signal is single (small range), while the pitch-circle-crack signal is scatteredly distributed (large distribution range). Both have their own features. The analysis result of the tooth-wear signal is shown in Fig. 12; the time-frequency domain is covered with the energy, the signal energy of both low-frequency and high-frequency is reinforced, which is consistent with the reinforced low-frequency energy that is strengthened by tooth root crack, and the tooth wear strengthens the high-frequency energy and the low-frequency energy. It is noteworthy that, compared with tooth wear at 300 rpm; the high-frequency energy has a small increase while the low-frequency energy has an obvious increase. This shows that at the state of high speed, with the aggravation of tooth wear, the wear fault of some weak gear has a trend of developing into other fault forms.
In a word, at the same speed, due to the differences of the frequency and the amplitude of the energy distribution which have their own features, three kinds of faults can be distinguished effectively. At different speeds, with the speed increasing, the frequency and the amplitude of the energy distributed in the time-frequency figure will change and become large. However, according to the feature of their energy distribution, every fault can still be identified. Therefore this method is better for fault detection and diagnosis.

5. Development and realization of detection and diagnosis system

5.1. Mixed programming of MATLAB and VC++ using COM module technology

MATLAB is a set of numerical calculation software developed by Math Works Corporation of the USA. It can achieve computing and graphics processing of many areas, such as numerical analysis, optimization, statistics, finding numerical solution of partial differential equations, automatic control, signal processing, and image processing. MATLAB taken matrix as the basic data structure is very suitable for large-scale numerical calculations. However, MATLAB is an interpreted language, so its execution speed is relatively slow. C++ is a compiled language. After
being compiled, the program taken as binary code will be executed, so its execution speed is quite high, and this advantage will become more obvious when performing the multi-level nested loops operation. Visual C++ is a visual development tool, which as well as a windows operating system comes from Microsoft Corporation, so it has a unique advantage among application software development platforms. However, Visual C++ is not good at
achieving complex numerical calculation like MATLAB. Therefore, this paper effectively combines the advantages of MATLAB and Visual C++.

The key thought is that an application system is cut into many modules with a certain independence of function. When the exploitation of all components is completed, put them together to get the complete application system. Through the interfaces, the components interoperate with each other to co-work. When alterations are required, we need not change the whole system but change the affected components to reassemble the new upgrade software.

COM (Component Object Module) is a common object interface. According to the interface standard, any language can call it. Com Builder released in MATLAB 6.5 can change a program written in MATLAB to COM components for other languages call. The method is simple and versatile; almost any function of MATLAB can be used. According to the characteristics of the system developed in this paper, the COM module technology is chosen for system exploitation, which changes the procedures of each signal analysis and processing algorithm written in MATLAB into COM components. After completion of system exploitation, when a better signal analysis and processing algorithms appear, it only need update or add the relevant modules.
5.2. Construction of system

The software, which could be run without MATLAB software environment, can be developed by COM module technology. VC++ is responsible to open the document and for the main interface, and MATLAB is responsible for numerical computation, signal processing, the graphics display and other functions. The *.m file can be converted into DLL that VC++ can call by MATLAB Builder for COM, and finally the development of the system is completed. The system, which has seven functional interfaces, chiefly includes: the main function interface; the various interfaces of gear vibration signal analysis; the various interfaces of gear vibration signal diagnosis and identification; and the interfaces of gear vibration signal detection and monitoring. Each interface includes a corresponding sub-interface with analysis and diagnosis function, as shown in Fig. 13. The main interface is shown in Fig. 14. It mainly introduces the signal acquired from the actual gear transmission testing system in order to facilitate subsequent analysis, identification, and diagnosis. The top column is used to show the physical address of imported data, “ChannelNum” is used to set the total channel number of data files, “Channel” is used to set the channel sequence of
imported data. “Data Length” is used to display imported data length, and “Fs (Hz)” is used to set the sampling frequency. If the data format is correct, the graph-displayed frame will display the waveform of the imported data. The twelve buttons on the right are used for signal processing, calculation and analysis, feature extraction, identification, diagnosis, etc.

5.3. Diagnosis system operation and diagnosis result output

The method of wavelet threshold de-noising which combined with EMD is used to pre-process the signal. It then gives this signal a process of time-frequency analysis, so the time frequency analysis spectrum of different faults will be obtained in different running conditions, which can be used to identify and diagnose these faults. Instructions on how to input a parameters in the main interface of the system is shown in Fig. 14. Click the “Input Data” button to open the dialog box of data file and select the date to be analyzed, then set the parameters. If the data format is correct, the whole waveform of the imported data will be displayed in the graphical display box, which indicates that the data is successfully imported. Figure 14 displays the main interface of the system after imported the four-channels test data. The button of “Nonlinear Analyse and Diagnose” is used to analyze and diagnose the nonlinear system data. Clicking this button will pop up a new window “nonlinear analyse”, as shown in Fig. 15(d). There are five function buttons, “EMDto3floor”, “remove noise”, “EMD-HOC”, “Short Time FT”, and “Freq-Energy”. At first, only the button “EMDto3floor” is active; this is because the function of this button is the necessary step to achieve the function of other buttons. Clicking it will decompose the original signal into three levels by EMD, and then the “remove noise” button will be activated. Clicking it will achieve the function of de-noising the original signal. At the same time, the button of “ShortTimeFT” is activated; clicking it will give the de-noised signal a short-time Fourier transform.

As show in Figs 15(a)–(c), clicking the button of “ShortTimeFT” will pop-up a window of ShortTimeFT. This window displays the short-time Fourier transform of the de-noised signal. Meanwhile, as shown in Fig. 15(d), the note in the text of the nonlinear analysis window also makes a corresponding change.

The window of EMD-HOC will pop-up when the EMD-HOC button is clicked on, as shown in Figs 16(a)–(c). The figure of the two-dimensional and three-dimensional drawings of the high-order cumulant spectrum, obtained by decomposing the original signal used EMD, has been shown in the window. Meanwhile, the note in the text of the nonlinear analysis window also makes a corresponding change, as shown in Fig. 16(d).

The interface of the diagnosis result has been shown in Fig. 17 (tooth wear and tooth root crack), which shows the diagnosis result of the fault, such as no fault, tooth root crack, pitch circle crack, tooth surface pitting and tooth wear. The actual testing result shows that the system works well.
6. Conclusions

(1) Through the way of effectively combining the EMD with the wavelet threshold de-noising, we exert their advantages and propose a characteristic processing method of wavelet threshold de-noising based on EMD. By this method, the wavelet threshold de-noising does not act on the whole signal but only the high-frequency component of the signal. The method largely overcomes the defect of simply using the method of wavelet threshold de-noising and improves the accuracy of the analysis, which will highlight the fault feature of the signal. Based on the de-noising processing, the method combined with the time-frequency analysis can effectively identify different types of gear faults, such as tooth root crack, pitch circle crack and tooth wear, which can not only applied to a gear transmission system but can also be extended to other fault recognition and diagnosis fields.

(2) By the diagnosis algorithm combined with the advantages of MATLAB and VC++, the online damage detection and diagnosis software system of gear system was successfully developed, which possesses some functions, including the introduction of gear vibration signals, signal processing, feature extraction, graphics displays, fault detection, and diagnosis. Based on validation of testing results, the system can be effectively used in gear fault detection and diagnosis.
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